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GladRags is certified as a Benefit Corporation through the non-profit certifying
agency B Lab, and registered as one of the first Benefit Companies in the State
of Oregon. We choose certification through B Lab because their rigorous
assessment is continuously updated to ensure that it remains relevant in an
ever-changing world. 

In our third re-certification in 2019, GladRags earned 100.5 points on the B
Impact Assessment. We were proud to achieve particularly high scores in the
areas of ethics and transparency, worker engagement and satisfaction, supply
chain management, and resource conservation. GladRags' fourth re-
certification is scheduled for 2022.

GladRags is proud to provide public benefit in the form of reusable cloth pads
and menstrual cups that reduce plastic landfill waste, and access to menstrual
products for those in need. Our mission extends beyond our products to
include the importance of education and conversation in reducing the stigma
surrounding menstrual and reproductive health.

MISSION 
&IMPACT

Our mission is to positively transform the 
experience of menstruation through reusable 

menstrual products & relevant education.
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New Avenues for Youth
Black Girls Do Bike - Portland Chapter
Wild Diversity
Raphael House
Equitable Giving Circle
Fires Igniting the Spirit (Warm Springs Reservation)
Portland Parks & Rec Youth Conservation Crew
Brown Girl Rise
SMYRC
The Kwek Society
Operation Period - Afghan refugee aid
One Tree Planted
The 5 Gyres Institute
The Trevor Project

In 2021, we coordinated give-back campaigns with 14 different 
organizations:

Each month (or in some cases, over the course of two months) we donated 
a portion of sales to a nonprofit we mindfully chose as a team. We 
typically consider a few key factors that may or may not overlap:

Local

9

Primarily serve BIPOC individuals

7

Serve people in need of immediate help

4

Environmental focus
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In many cases we also made product donations, with the help of our 
customers who chose to Sponsor Period Supplies. Implementing this as an 
official option on GladRags.com meant that customers could choose to 
support people in need by sponsoring a reusable period supplies bundle 
(and could easily pass on the link to a friend!). 

By the end of the year, we had donated $3,678 in cash from web sales, and 
1,536 cloth pads, pantyliners, and XO Flo menstrual cups (a combination of 
sponsored supplies, Buy One Give One, and other initiatives) with a value of 
$ 23,271! We also donated cloth pad carry bags and copies of our 
educational zine 'Passage: A Guide to Periods'.

High school students in New Mexico with their GladRags products, via The Kwek Society
 

https://gladrags.com/collections/accessories/products/sponsor-period-supplies
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Over the years, we have striven to provide education about reusable
menstrual products, as well as products themselves, to students. Last year,
we made our efforts more concrete by pinning down exactly what
opportunities we wanted to give: wholesale pricing for schools to make our
products more accessible, and Question & Answer sessions with a free
cloth pantyliner for each attendee. We created a digital flyer to send to
schools, and as a result of our outreach efforts, were able to do about 17
Q&A sessions (roughly 100 students total) in 2021.

108 carry bags
717 individual pads and menstrual cups
325 copies of 'Passage'

With the help of our school partners, we distributed the following items to
students nationwide, at no cost to the student!
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Knowing that many new customers need assistance and support when

choosing reusable menstrual products and making the switch from

disposable ones, we created a product recommendation quiz. Potential

customers and/or converts to reusable period supplies can answer

questions about their period and the products they currently use, and in

turn receive carefully considered advice and recommendations (rather

than simply an automatically-generated list of products to buy). From the

quiz’s inception in August through the end of the year, we sent out over

500 personalized replies!

As we have done for a number of years, we offered our fabric scraps to

anyone interested in picking up a bundle (or multiple!). Once again, we

diverted 100% of our manufacturing “waste” – almost 2,500 pounds! – from

the landfill via those donations.
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In 2021, we introduced a patterned organic option in addition to our

undyed organic pads, to make organic more accessible to those who prefer

colorful cloth pads!

By offering more organic options, we can encourage more people to

purchase organic pads, which are better for the environment. Organic

cotton means that no pesticides or herbicides were used to grow the

cotton, so the soil and water were not polluted, nor did farm workers

breathe in any harmful chemicals as they worked with the cotton.
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All GladRags employees, including part-time, continue to receive 100%

company-paid health insurance that includes medical, dental, and vision

coverage. 

GladRags employees consistently report high engagement/satisfaction

with their work and receive bonuses at least annually based on company

profitability and employee tenure.



$3,678
cash donations to 

nonprofit organizations

1,536
XO Flo menstrual cups +

GladRags cloth pads donated

1 in 3
cloth pads sold made with

organic cotton fabrics

100%
employees who identify as

menstruators

82%+
purchasing dollars spent at
local and/or women-owned

companies

15.3 tons
future disposable waste

replaced by GladRags products
sold in 2021 alone

$26,949
total value of 

2021 donations

100% 
fabric "waste" diverted 

from landfills

BY THE NUMBERS
2021 


